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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
With success in building a community of followers on Facebook and Twitter around the 
Meditec brand, 360training.com would like to further its past social media success and 
provide more lead generation with these channels to ultimately offset some PPC spend. 
Initially, we will spend time developing keyword-specific content strategies for Meditec prior to 
implementation. The budget parameters will encourage us to be creative while ramping up 
exposure. We will assimilate 360training.com resources to leverage targeted content, photo 
and video resources, ad spend results, competitor intelligence and automated processes  to 
free time for social interaction. 

GOALS
To generate social interaction and brand awareness that drives new leads within the 
expanded online community for Meditec brand.

Initial Support Site  

Meditec:  Online medical and legal career training resource.
(women 20-28 and 40-45, on Facebook - 49% men and half of those are 18-24)

CHALLENGES & SOLUTIONS

– Social media has changed corporate communication strategies with clients. Companies 
now engage with customers using the language of the customer, as well as communicating 



via the method of delivery the customer expects. Early on, AccoladesPR recognized the 
impact that social media would have upon its client communication strategies. As a result, our 
firm focuses on these growing changes and can build these social channels upon which your 
potential enrollees rely. 

• To illustrate social media’s potential in communications one need only look to Foiled 
Cupcakes out of Chicago. Just before launch date, the company CEO learned that their off-
shored web developer had run into problems and would not have the website ready in time. 
Foiled Cupcakes CEO decided to launch anyway, but only through Twitter and Facebook with 
a simple commitment to build relationships. Today, 97 percent of the company’s customers 
come through social media and the company exceeds forecasts by 600 percent. 
http://cmd.rutgers.edu/blog/secrets-166-social-media-roi-case-studies-reveal

– SEO best practices have changed and with the help of AccoladesPR, 360training can stay 
on top of these changes that affect search results. 

Source:  The above and following data charts are from the 2012 Social Media 
Marketing Industry Report by Social Media Examiner (interviews of 3,800 marketers)
82% said social media is important to their business.
Of the businesses that were surveyed, over 92% were using Facebook as part of their 
marketing strategy, and 82% were using Twitter compared to 79% implementing press 
releases.  A strong correlation exists between spending more time using social media 
tools and business growth. According to the study, the majority of marketers (more 
than 63%) who spent at least 1-10 hours a week using social media received improved 
lead generation results. 

http://www.foiledcupcakes.com/
http://www.foiledcupcakes.com/


– 69% of marketers who were using social media as part of their marketing efforts 
increased traffic or subscribers to their websites
– 58% generated leads for their business.                                                 
– 58% developed loyal fans partnerships
– 51% grew business partnerships
 

- The association between Google+ profiles and associated content in search results is at the 
top of a marketer’s mind. It appears that Google Bot crawls the social content of marketers 
that may place the importance of social marketing near the same level as keywords, content 
and links. Marketers must now understand the entire landscape for their key search terms 
and to what degree social content competes with those terms. 
http://www.informationgateway.org/4-reasons-avoid-google-seo/

– PPC is getting more costly. According to an October 2012 New York Times article “Small 
Players Seek an Alternative to the Expense of Pay-Per-Click,” heightened competition has 
driven up keyword prices and made it more difficult for small companies to compete. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/10/18/business/smallbusiness/as-pay-per-click-ad-costs-rise-
small-businesses-search-for-alternatives.html?ref=todayspaper&_r=0 AccoladesPR can work 
with 360training.com to increase lead generation through social media channels to ultimately 
reduce PPC spend. Example: One pool construction company in the northeast began using a 
social media program for lead generation and was able to reduce PPC spend by 50 percent. 
http://www.hubspot.com/customer-case-studies/bid/5753/Pool-Construction-Company-
Reduces-PPC-Spending-50-Grows-Organic-Leads

http://www.hubspot.com/customer-case-studies/bid/5753/Pool-Construction-Company-Reduces-PPC-Spending-50-Grows-Organic-Leads
http://www.hubspot.com/customer-case-studies/bid/5753/Pool-Construction-Company-Reduces-PPC-Spending-50-Grows-Organic-Leads
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/10/18/business/smallbusiness/as-pay-per-click-ad-costs-rise-small-businesses-search-for-alternatives.html?ref=todayspaper&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/10/18/business/smallbusiness/as-pay-per-click-ad-costs-rise-small-businesses-search-for-alternatives.html?ref=todayspaper&_r=0


SOCIAL MEDIA PROPOSAL

Phases to Implementation

Phase One: The Right Conversations
(Strategic Messaging/Content Planning/Sources/Brand Ambassador/Keyword We start by:

• Creating initial business profile to outline current 
connections, avenues, and desired markets, as well as the best 
“voice” and strengths

• Extensively research key demographic to detail all current 
connections/relations (to find commonalities of target clients and 
opportunities to connect 360training.com to them)

• Chart current business connections and highlight potential 
new links

28.25 hrs. planning for Meditec site

Phase Two:  Priming the Pump with Social Content
(Brand Monitoring/Engagement/Content Sharing/Maintenance) 

• Create Meditec profile for LinkedIn or work with 
360training current LinkedIn profile, review current social 
media channels for proper look and feel that aligns with 
company brand.

• Optimize Meditec profile for full connectivity between 
accounts and customize profile to carry 360training.com’s 
unique voice and personality

• Create initial outreach campaign to build core 
audience and viewership
• Schedule campaign and setup metrics to track progress
• Maintain all social media channels by following up with all Facebook, Twitter 
and Google+ replies
• All communication via social media channels is done with express purpose of 
creating strong and positive responses with a strong call to action to encourage sharing

52 hrs. per month social media team efforts and project manager’s supervision of scheduled 
content

Phase Three:  Increasing Visibility 
(Frequency/ Social Interaction/Response Times)



Now that you have a target and a ship to get you there, it’s time to set off and starting making 
some waves. From here, we spark the fires with some strong 
announcements combined with press releases, promotional offers, 
and events notices depending on your goals. As we make 
progress with your campaign, you’ll have us constantly feeding the 
fire by leveraging both our traditional media outlets and digital 
media connections. At this point, we will add campaigns through 
two additional channels. 360training could choose two channels 
from the ones listed below:

•Develop a campaign map that charts the path of seasonal outreach to sales cycle
•Develop full campaign phase that includes scheduled tweets, blog posts, site content, 
Facebook updates
•Add LinkedIn networking and advertising into efforts (277% higher visitor-to-lead 
conversion rate than Facebook and Twitter)
•Develop fresh Career Development blog (careerdev.com) content (two blogs per 
week)
•Add Pinterest campaigns for site
•Campaign will be created to embody the core message of 360training.com while 
actively targeting key demographics and building off of growing momentum
•Create initial announcements/push for new channels (similar to a press release, but 
targeted for the particular digital media channel)
•Each campaign can be developed as an extension of traditional marketing for 
360training.com in order to bolster each ones reach.

18 hrs. per month social media team efforts and project manager’s supervision of scheduled 
content

Quantifying Results

AccoladesPR understands that 360training views successful ROI for this social media 
project as critical to its viability. To support lead generation and overall business goals, 
AccoladesPR will work with 360training.com to determine the best metrics that most 
influence your business so as not to get bogged down in measurement. With access to 
360training.com Google Analytics, AccoladesPR can provide metrics on some of the 
following measurements as proof points of the connection being made between content and 
community that is drives enrollment increases:

– Increase in unique visits
– Increase in page views
– Increases in overall site traffic
– Increased number of fans/followers per social media channel
– Bounce rate
– Increased length of page visits
– Increased conversions



How to measure ROI?
Conservatively 80% of companies are using some form of measurement, but according 
to studies by groups like Pew & Altimeter only 30% consider themselves effective in 
knowing how to track all lead generation activities to sales.

The bane of CMO’s existence is trying to manage social media and justify the work 
done there. Here’s why it is so complicated. Measurement expert, Avinash Kaushik of 
Google explains that there is a chasm between offline & online marketing and the 
proliferation of "screens" used and constant inclusion of new ones (Pinterest, Quorum, 
Instagram, etc.) makes it hard to track effectively. Social media is an outside-in tracking 
experience; there is no control of the outside forces and no uniformity.  Different apps 
have different metrics so it becomes difficult to compare due to the inconsistent 
analytic approaches. The future will include mobile, which will bridge the gap between 
online and offline marketing efforts.
One day there will be authentication of customers as they move across multiple 
screens and data will become a true predictor of influence. Social media will no longer 
be siloed from Business Intelligence, CRM and Market Research. Currently integrated 
solutions exist for parts or most of the process. 

The key is to analyze what your PR and SM strategies are and then look for the right 
mix of tools to track the important factors that indicate success for your business.
Consider the following:
– Integrate website analytics and inbound due to search  
– Use social platforms that monitor and track the conversations on the Web and grab 
social contacts for marketing purposes 
– Customized approach based upon goals and budget (online or offline; direct or 
indirect sales; sales cycle; B2B/B2C; budget parameters; paid/earned media; customer 
demographics and social behaviors, etc.)  
– Canned solutions + add on tracking 
– Social media monitoring and interaction, but no sCRM 
– Website analytics & no email marketing
– Ecommerce 
 

Another determining factor for project performance appraisal would be to look at current PPC 
referral traffic in Google Analytics and compare that traffic to the new traffic generated from 
the social media program.

AccoladesPR will also work with 360training.com to determine if Google Analytics and Web 
Dynamics will provide us with the data to deliver key performance indicator reports, or if other 
tools are necessary to add for reporting. 

Additionally, 360training.com’s ROI goes beyond dollars and cents. With a strategic social 
media plan that will set the standard for the other educational channels, more than ROI will be 
obtained. According to Forrester.com, consumer attitudes about the brand should improve, 
360training.com will be better prepared to respond quickly to problems that affect reputation 
and the company will enhance its own digital assets that further the business.  
http://blogs.forrester.com/augie_ray/10-07-19-



roi_social_media_marketing_more_dollars_and_cents

AccoladesPR estimates that traffic will have a sizeable impact after six months, but program 
success may not be fully determined until the period of one year has transpired.

Next Phases of Project

Phase Four: Competitive Analysis to Enhance Engagement

Major social brands are missing out on tremendous opportunities for social engagement. 
Brands are only looking at their own statistics without understanding where they stand 
amongst their peers and competitors.

By researching the mix (video, photo, status, links) 
and the post times compared to peak audience 
engagement days and times and adjusting by 
content type, significant improvements can be 
made. By matching timing with the appropriate 
levels of content, engagement results can be 
increased dramatically. 

Phase Five:  Increasing Reach and Going Mobile

Curating RSS feeds helps businesses harness 
social media to improve their ROI. RSS feeds will 
allow 360training.com to pull in targeted social 
content and manage it on your website instead of 
linking off to social sites. The feeds can also be 
used in mobile applications to meet your audience 
on the go. 

Phase Six:  Company-wide Social Media Plan

Service, Marketing and Sales departments can overcome working in silo's in order to share in 
customer success.



Data proves marketing and service cannot work in isolation. Customer social outreach is 
heavily interwoven between marketing and service. 

1. Marketing is the primary user of social media – 76.4%
2. Customer Service comes in second with a total of 62.9%
3. Marketing sets social media strategy – 33.7%
4. The contact center responds to social media – 62.3%

Source - (DMG Benchmark Study – Impact of Social Media on Customer Service)

The next step is for social businesses to improve sales intelligence using social data gained 
from social media sites and incorporate that into the company's overall sales process. 

RECOMMENDED TIMELINE
 
Start Dates

Phase One:      April 2013

Phase Two:     May 2013 

Phase Three:   October 2013

Phase Four:     TBD 

Phase Five:      TBD

Phase Six:        TBD



ACCOLADES PR TEAM

Cynthia A. Baker, Founder & President, Accolades PR, LLC

Cynthia A. Baker is the Founder and President of Accolades Public Relations, a results-
oriented communications firm committed to progressive strategies in public relations, social 
media and marketing. 

The mission of Accolades is to set the standard in what integrated marketing communications 
can do to for brand awareness, lead generation and the bottom line of ROI. Cynthia and her 
team garner strategic media coverage and establish search visibility for clients by ensuring 
their value proposition reaches target audiences. 

Possessing management experience with a Fortune 500 company, Cynthia provides core 
marketing solutions, including tactical internet marketing strategies designed to sync  public 
relations initiatives to B2B agendas

Cynthia has personally garnered media exposure for her clients in The Wall Street Journal, 
Businessweek, CNN, Adweek, VentureWire, Entrepreneur Magazine, Franchise Times and 
Family Magazine.  Her healthcare client roster includes Essential Healthcare Management, 
Texans for Stem Cell Research, Emerge Medical and Planet Cancer.

An international speaker on the topic of emerging technologies, Cynthia is dedicated to 
staying on the forefront of new media best practices. She has spoken on PR 2.0 topics at the 
Texas Hospital Association, Municipal District Regional conferences,  Social Media Club, 
Interactive Austin and the Bosphorous Conference in Istanbul. Cynthia also brings a strategic 
planning background to her clients as she was selected to be one of Verne Harnish's 
respected Gazelles Coaches due to her management expertise.

Marcia Noyes, Public Relations and Social Media Director

As the former director of public relations for iTriage, LLC (a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Aetna), Marcia Noyes developed national and international public relations strategy and 
outreach for this Denver-based healthcare technology firm. Marcia began local work to bring 
this healthcare startup media attention and within three years, had secured media placements 
in most all national media outlets, including CBS Nightly News, Wall Street Journal, New York 
Times, Parade Magazine and Redbook. Additionally, she often worked with the White House 
press office to coordinate speaking opportunities with U.S. Chief Technology Officer Todd 
Parks and the iTriage co-founding emergency physicians.

Marcia is a former television reporter and magazine writer who brings more than 30 years of 
communication experience to Accolades PR. Her work has been published in the Denver 
Post, Journal of Urgent Care Medicine, Kids' Pages Family Magazine, Southern Living, 
Enlightened Woman,Chicken Soup for the Body & Soul, and aired on CNN and ABC Morning 
News.

Kate Harrington, PR Specialist 

Kate Harrington has a background as a reporter, and for more than three years wrote for the 
Austin Business Journal, where she covered health care. In that role, she developed 
relationships with hospital systems, individual doctors and health care real estate 

http://www.accoladespr.com/


professionals. Kate has also worked as a reporter for other Austin-area newspapers and 
magazines. She now works with businesses ranging from medical practices to nonprofit 
organizations, helping with media outreach, social media and bylined articles.

She has an undergraduate degree from Colby College in English and a master’s degree in 
Journalism from the University of Texas at Austin. 

Leah Gernetzke, Public Relations and Social Media Specialist

Leah Gernetzke is a versatile communications professional with specialties that encompass 
writing for new and traditional media. She also excels at editing print and online publications, 
shooting and editing video and photography, creating multimedia presentations, developing 
SEO strategy, and marketing through social media channels.

As a former newspaper reporter, Leah understands the value of the written word, as well as 
the importance of developing relationships with the press. In addition to working in the 
newspaper industry, Leah has also worked in television, most notably with NBC Universal in 
London, and with a variety of non-profits.

Leah has also worked on PR campaigns for companies such as Wells Fargo, 3M, and 
Carhartt, and most recently, The University of Texas at Austin's new Master of Arts program, 
the Human Dimensions of Organizations. 

TIME COMMITTMENT  
360training.com will need to participate in initial planning sessions and in bi-monthly calls 
during Phases One, Two and Three to process and coordinate efforts, gain information & 
report progress.  

FEE STRUCTURE 

Monthly Strategy & Implementation of Phase One & Phase Two

Total Cost of Phase One,Two and Three Activities:  (_____________)*

Budget Estimates of Phases Four - Five to be Provided

* On a monthly retainer account, we prioritize the goals with the client and  
accomplish them accordingly. 

Additional tactics or a more aggressive approach to the tactics listed above are available 
at an additional cost which can be discussed upon the client’s request

NOTE:  Any additional fees (monitoring services, advertising, distribution services, etc.) will 
be submitted to 360training.com for prior approval.  



Addendum  A:  Meditec Social Content Ideas

Summary
Our team applauds the current progress on the Meditec Facebook page with the "where's 
Waldo/Sylvia" thread, the conference images, the personal voice used and the connecting 
around common interests. In addition, we would recommend maintaining the personable 
approach while integrating more content about careers. We suggest posts and tweets with 
appropriate photos/video whenever feasible around industry trends, tips and pertinent career 
issues. As you will see from the medical sample items below, some topics (in parenthesis) will 
be useful for all career positions. 

General Medical Topics:
Allied Health News in general
Demands of healthcare system with new legislation
ACOs and efficiency needed
How that relates to career areas

Medical Coding  
- coding one of major concerns on hospital CFOs' minds in 2012 
- ICD-10 coding one of most important line items for hospital budgets in 2012 w/  2013 
deadlines 
- 20% career growth
- grant funding via WIA
-name states in separate posts that provide the grant funding
- testimonials
- graduate job placement success stories
- job postings 
- e-book give-aways
- discounts on med books announced along with free billing software and career guides
- develop promos or contests for referring friends 

Medical Transcription:
-Train-Intern-Potential Hire 
-the intern process advantages
- easy job transition with internships 
- career growth rates 
- testimonials
- job placements/career snapshots
- job postings 
- e-book give-aways
- discounts on med books announced along with free billing software and career guides
- announce refer a friend discounts and winners

Certified Medical Claims Professional
- great choice for newbies
- no professional experience required if certified as CMCP
- career growth rates 
- testimonials



- job placements/career snapshots
- job postings 
- e-book give-aways
- discounts on med books announced along with free billing software and career guides
- announce refer a friend discounts and winners

Military Topics:
Simplifying process for MyCAA spouses
Latest MyCAA news and tips
Present projected earnings 
Career costs and 360training.com $4K scholarships
Gain photos/video for military spouse success story
Announce scholarship winners on Facebook
Retweet news from Military.com, Military One Source, ahdi member and many female sites 
and Facebook pages to build military audience
Cause marketing campaigns for supporting Military Moms in tangible way - promoted with 
Facebook app - could be Freedom Cakes, cell phones, socks, etc. and raise awareness with 
military families 
Tweet about similar military causes 
Real-world strategic partnerships with other companies supporting the military and weigh  the 
potential value of teaming up  (two to explore in Austin alone) and mutually supporting the 
military community and feeding each other's social media campaigns

Education
Strategic partnerships for 360training.com to become the e-learning provider for allied health 
for colleges not currently offering distance learning programs
Tweet to those colleges audiences and link websites and social media efforts
Research allied health e-learning programs connected with military bases and seek to 
become an approved course offering
Continuing education programs promoted to groups via Facebook/Linked In and potentially 
some colleges/junior colleges

General 
Career articles syndicated on any of above topics and then used for tweeting and Facebook 
posts

Creative 
“Declare Your Dreams” – A campaign that starts with encouraging potential students to tell 
their friends and family what they dream of doing in a creative way. Then a follow up week 
where the best are chosen and 360 Training shows how their degrees/certifications can get 
those students on their way towards their dreams. Encourages potential students to really try 
on the idea of progress and change, and in turn motivates them by having the spotlight shined 
their way.

“Shifting into a Higher Gear” – Inspiring campaign that paints a rough picture (debt, dead 
end job, etc) and then asks/shows their audience how the path could be changed with the 
right degree. The readers could click on the path that they find interesting (“how would you 
tackle this problem?” A: become a bartender, B: become a cosmetologist, etc) and then show 
them the success story after they click on their choice. Maybe even have that connected with 



a pool of previous students who now have those careers and are proud to show it.

“Illustrated Testimonials” – former students are encouraged to share their experiences 
which then get posted to a page where their picture is posted with a comic style dialogue 
bubble that has their quote next to it. It would be colorful, light hearted, and encourage 
students to have fun with it.

“Free Friday Online Workshops” - these cover themed topics that are short, sweet, and 
then open the floor to questions (and generate leads). At the beginning of the week the topic 
is announced via Twitter and FB (like “Bartending: 5 Tips For Rising To The Top”). Anyone 
who re-tweets or re-posts the information can take the free 20-minute workshop. You then 
host it, it’s nice and quick, and then after you have an interested audience, you can field any 
questions and help them sign up for classes.

“The Story of Success” – Told in journalistic/narrative format, these are stories of how 360 
Training has helped shape people’s lives and lead them to greater things down the road. 
These could be serialized so that the story is told in pieces throughout the week.

“360 Training Alumni Connection” – An online directory of past students and/or certificate 
holders. This could be created as Facebook group page and could exist for each relevant 
program. This would be a best fit among social jobs like bartending or network heavy ones 
such as real estate.


